Background: Rodent sleep scoring in principally reliant on electroencephalogram (EEG) and 30 electromyogram (EMG), but this approach is invasive, can be expensive, and requires expertise 31 and specialized equipment. Affordable, simple to use, and noninvasive ways to accurately 32 quantify rodent sleep are needed.
to twitches of the distal digits of the limbs, tail, whiskers, and ears. 25 In this study, these state-141 related movement changes were detected by EF sensors and validated against EEG and EMG. with EF signals and EEG/EMG were split to enable blinding to the other signal ( Figure 2A ). In this 166 way, each recording was scored purely on the basis of EEG/EMG or EF data without needing the 167 video data. Recordings were then presented in random order and scored blindly; scorers knew 168 whether the file contained EEG/EMG or EF data because different scoring rules were required for 169 each method, but they did not know which EEG/EMG derivative recording went with its twin EF 170 derivative recording. In addition, to assess intra-scorer reproducibility, three recordings each of 171 EEG/EMG and EF taken from the same original recording were randomly chosen and blindly 172 scored again within the data set.
174
Defining Criteria for Scoring Sleep using EF Sensors. All recordings were scored manually using Figure 2 and detailed below. A reference instruction document was 183 generated to score sleep exclusively by EF sensor criteria (Supplement 1).
185
During wake, the raw voltage output of the EF sensors ( Figure 2B ) is of high amplitude and erratic,
186
reflecting the highly complex summations of movement for motor activity. Wake-state frequency 187 domain patterns on FFT generally include multiple signals between 0.1-12 Hz and amplitude 188 generally ranges 4-10 V (as measured between ±5V). These raw voltage traces were converted 9 into Spike2 'sonograms' which are FFT spectrogram plots (Hanning filter, 2 second overlapping 190 bins) characterizing the frequency signals (y-axis, Hz) across time (x-axis, seconds) and their 191 relative power (color intensity) that make up the raw voltage trace. During wake, the spectrogram 192 shows intensely powerful (i.e. red) frequencies that solidly span from near 0 Hz to 12 Hz.
194
During non-REM sleep, the raw voltage output of the EF sensors is consistently rhythmic and 195 correlated with the repetitive motion of breathing during Non-REM sleep ( Figure 2C ). Non-REM-196 state frequency patterns generally includes a single signal between 2-4 Hz and amplitude 197 generally ranges 0.1-2 V. A non-REM spectrogram, likewise, exhibits a powerful (i.e. red),
198
consistent frequency band associated with respiratory rate typically occurring between 2-4 Hz.
199
Occasionally, less powerful harmonic artifacts at whole number multiples of respiration frequency 
256
Applying EF Sensors to Traditional Mouse Home Cages to Assess Sleep. Once the EF sensor 257 technology was validated against EEG/EMG in the cylindrical chambers to accurately assess 258 sleep, three typical rectangular vivarium mouse home-cages were instrumented with EF sensors 259 to determine whether sleep could be measured in an environment without EEG/EMG methods.
260
In these experiments, 6 female C57BL/6 mice (3 months old) were pair-housed in standard 12:12 261 hour light, food, water, and temperature home-cage conditions. During testing, the home-cages 262 were temporarily divided for the 12 hour dark cycle into two electrically shielded compartments in 263 which the mice were still able to see, smell, and hear their cage-mate. EF sensors were attached though EF results identified fewer transitions into wake than EEG/EMG (p=0.001) that were 281 attributable to greater EEG sensitivity for brief arousals ( Figure 4C ).
283
Intra-scorer agreement between EEG/EMG and EF methods averaged 94.1  0.5% with a single 284 measure ICC of 0.90  0.01 (Table 2 ) and aggregate sensitivity and specificity above 93% (Table   285 3). Of the 3 arousal states, REM sleep reported the lowest sensitivity and specificity for all 286 comparisons, again as is typically noted given some ambiguity of the non-REM to REM transition 287 period.
289
Reproducibility for both methods was assessed by blind inclusion of previously scored recordings.
290
For both EEG/EMG and EF methods, average agreement of repeated recordings was above 96% 291 with ICCs above 0.94 (Table 2) To determine the level of instruction needed to achieve high scoring agreement with experts, 295 novice scorers were given an instruction document (Novice #1) as well as two sleep scored 296 training files (Novice #2) to classify 3-state sleep scores with EF sensor data alone.
298
On average, Novice #1 produced agreements with the 3 expert scorers of 87.61.5 and an 299 average ICC of 0.890.03 (Table 2) . Overall sleep state identification for Novice #1 correlated 300 well with the expert scorers (R 2 =0.96, p<0.001; Figure 4D ). However, when broken down by state, 301 wake and non-REM sleep scores correlated well (R 2 >0.86, p<0.001) but REM sleep scores did 302 not (R 2 =0.004). Moreover, the number of state transitions into non-REM and REM sleep were 303 lower (p=0.014 and p=0.006, respectively) compared to the expert scorers, but the number of 304 wake transitions were not different.
306
Novice #2 produced higher percentage agreement with experts than Novice #1 (91.21.8, 307 p=0.018) but had similar ICCs (0.910.02; Table 2 ). Novice #2's overall wake and non-REM sleep 308 state identification correlated well with the expert scorers (R 2 >0.97, p<0.001; Figure 4E ).
309
Importantly, Novice #2 REM sleep state scores were well correlated with expert scores (R 2 =0.69 310 p<0.001) unlike Novice #1 (R 2 =0.004 p=0.89). Novice #2 also produced higher wake sensitivity 311 (p=0.036) and Non-REM specificity (p=0.007) to expert scorers than Novice #1 (Table 3) . 
331
The EF sensor recording approach offers several advantages over other recording technologies.
332
First, the approach is non-invasive and can be conducted on many mice more easily and cheaply 333 than with a tether or surgically implanted sensor system. Furthermore, it allows recordings to be 334 undertaken in the home-cage of pair-housed animals. It is worth noting the cages in this study 335 were temporarily divided for pair-housed animals with an electrically shielded barrier to isolate 336 animal recordings, however alternate strategies for isolating recordings from multiple animals Head stages (blue) were surgically mounted prior to recordings and contain EEG and EMG 520 electrodes connected to a preamplifier, communicator, then a Cambridge data acquisition box 521 (CED Daq). EF sensors (green) were attached to the cage exterior and also connected directly to 522 the CED Daq. A camera was mounted above the cage to visually record animal activity but was 523 not used for sleep scoring. Table 3 . Summary of sensitivity (false positive rate) and specificity (false negative rate) when 583 comparing the electric field (EF) sensor method against the electroencephalogram (EEG) and 584 electromyogram (EMG) method (considered the ground truth) for scoring sleep. Novice scorer 585 sensitivity and specificity, in which expert scorers are considered the ground truth, are calculated 586 for the EF scoring method. Data are broken down by arousal state and summarized with an 587 aggregate. P-values represent the comparison Novice #1 vs. Novice #2. Data represented as mean 588 ± standard deviation. "n.s." indicates no significance. 589
